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Abstract. Teleportation and conversations with virtual representations
of remote people have been made possible by recent developments in augmented reality (AR) technology. This paper aims at understanding how
such AR telecommunication systems should be implemented by asking
where to display 3D scans of potential remote users. As the perfect interaction design solution may be different while walking versus while staying
in one place, we conducted a user study comparing both. We also varied
the placement of the remote user in the co-user’s field of view (FoV) and
where the coordinate system in which the 3D scan is visualized has its
origin. We found that remote users we talk to should, in general, be visualized in AR in front of us, but in situations in which the physical world
requires attention a visualization in the periphery is better. Re-placing
the co-user through gestures is not desired, but the ability to look away
from them should be supported, which strongly supports placing virtual
co-users in AR relatively to the user’s body.
Keywords: augmented reality · hologram · teleportation · co-user · remote user visualization.

1

Introduction

Teleportation using Augmented Reality (AR) can enormously enrich telecommunication and realizes an old humankind’s dream of talking to remotely located
people and seeing them as if they would be in the same place we are. The affordability of AR glasses and recent technological advantages, e.g., to display remote
people in real-time on AR glasses, enable us to talk to remote people more naturally than through traditional telecommunication technology. Besides a potential
increase of sensed co-presence [22], seeing the face of a speaking person helps to
understand the spoken word [27], and to see the lips of the speaker enables the
listener to hear and thus better understand [25]. We believe that such hologramlike telecommunication will change the way we live and work together. We could
better maintain relationships with friends and family when being away, and we
would not need as many business travels as today if meetings using a technical
solution like Microsoft’s Holoportation [22] would become ubiquitous.
Holoportation displays a remote user on AR glasses so that they seem to
stand beside us. While this seems to be perfectly fine when being at home while
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communicating with remote users, other (more mobile) solutions may be better
suited for telecommunication on the go. Previous research on AR and VR videoor hologram based communication investigated technical solutions for recording,
transmitting, and visualizing the remote conversation partners [6, 22, 32]. It has
also been investigated how digital content, like text, has to be arranged and positioned when using smart glasses [8, 29, 21, 23]. Different aspects influence the
placement of AR content. While AR content placed in the center may occlude important real-world content, peripheral vision is limited [26]. However, peripheral
cues can also grab the user’s attention [12] as humans can well perceive motion
in their visual periphery [7]. Thus, the question of where to position a remote
user’s visual representation during AR telecommunication remains unclear and
defines the research gap that we target in this paper.
In a user study, we varied the position of remote users’ visual representation,
placing them in the space beside the user (fixed world position), around the
user in a way that the visualization would ”follow” the user if they walk, or
in the user’s field of view (FoV). As peripheral visualizations versus centered
visualizations lead to different attention [5] and perception [26], we also vary
that attribute. Our results indicate no differences between scenarios, but indicate
that placement gestures lack usability while a center placement and attaching
the AR co-user to the user’s body works best as it allows the user to look away
if real-world content requires attention, while otherwise facing the co-user make
the conversation most natural.
With this work, we contribute by recommending how we can display remote users we are talking to, which can improve the usability of next-generation
telecommunication software for future AR glasses. Furthermore, it will enable
us to stay in better contact with distant family and friends and reduce the need
to travel, for example, to business meetings.

2

Related Work

This paper aims to improve communication with remote users displayed at AR
head-worn optical see-through (OST) devices. Thus, we discuss works that previously explored AR telepresence systems; content presentation, arrangement,
and positioning for AR glasses; and techniques to visualize remote co-users in
AR.
2.1

AR Telepresence Systems

Billinghurst and Kato introduced an AR conferencing system that uses the superimposition of virtual images with the real world [13]. Remote co-workers are
displayed on virtual monitors that can be freely placed in space by a user with
the help of tracking markers.
Velamkayala et al. investigated AR collaboration with an interface that allowed the HoloLens user to see the face of the remote collaborator [30]. They
compared the performance of teams in a navigation task performed while using
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the HoloLens and smartphone when using Skype 3 . Their results showed that
the task completion time was longer when using the HoloLens, but the number
of errors was lower when using that device. They concluded that the longer completion time was due to the design and unfamiliarity with the new technology.
In contrast to our research focus, neither co-presence, telepresence, and social
presence were evaluated, nor alternative placement of the remote user was explored. Lawrence et al. performed a pilot study to investigate the influence of
video placement in AR conferencing for an assembly and a negotiation task [16].
They evaluated the different positions of the video window (fixed position in the
head-mounted display’s (HMD) field of view (FoV), fixed world-position, only
audio) of Skype for the HoloLens for the different tasks. They evaluated communication, co-presence, and user preference. Their findings show that co-presence
was rated significantly higher in the assembly task than in the negotiation task
for the fixed world position. Moreover, they found that users preferred the two
video conditions and rated the pure audio condition significantly lower. While
this work varied placement of AR communication partners in static setups, we
also compare the positioning of co-users’ visualization depending on the mobility
of the user (on the go versus staying in place).
2.2

Presentation and Arrangement of Content in AR Glasses

AR allows superimposing the real environment with additional information [10]
that can be perceived while working on a real object and without losing focus
on the object being worked on. A large body of research investigated how to
present, arrange, and position this additional information.
Tanaka et al. investigated how information must be arranged on AR glasses
focusing on viewability [28, 29]. Although the HMD can display information without interfering with the user’s view, the information displayed may be complicated to see if the view behind the display is too structured, the background is
too bright, or the contrast is too low. Their research focuses on the automated
alignment of AR content based on the environment. Users’ preferences are not
taken into consideration. Chua et al. investigated the influence of the physical position of the display of monocular smart glasses on the performance in dual-task
scenarios [5]. They compared nine display positions for displaying notifications
and found that the notifications at the middle and lower-middle positions were
noticed more quickly. Moreover, they found that the upper and peripheral positions were more convenient, less obtrusive, and favored. In particular, the best
compromise of performance and usability in a dual-task scenario was obtained
by the center-right position. The positioning of content at AR glasses often concerns textual information, which is targeted by research discussed in the following
paragraphs. Orlosky et al. investigated a text management system for AR headsets in mobile outdoor scenarios that actively manages the movement of text in a
user’s FoV [21]. Camera tracking is used to identify dark areas in the user’s FoV,
which are then used to display textual content to maximize readability. Their
3
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results indicate that dynamic text placement is preferred over text placement at
fixed positions due to better text readability in dark areas. Rzayev et al. investigated text presentation on AR smart glasses and how walking, text position,
and presentation type affect comprehension, reading and walking speed, and
workload [23]. They found that text displayed in the upper right corner of smart
glasses increases the subjective workload and reduces comprehension. Klose et
al. investigated how the reading of text on AR glasses and the simultaneous execution of three real-world tasks influence each other [14]. They compared text
placed in a head-locked coordinate system, a body-locked coordinate system as
well as text placement at the top and bottom during the following tasks: a visual
stimulus-response task, a simple walking task, and an obstacle course task. For
the head-locked presentation, the text was fixed relative to the AR glasses FoV
(top and bottom). For the body-locked presentation, the text was fixed at the
height relative to the user (top and bottom). Their findings show that AR reading negatively influenced performance in all three tasks. The statistical analysis
of user preferences showed no main effects of task, height, or coordinate system,
but an interaction effect of task and coordinate system attachment was found.
Participants preferred head-locked positions during the visual stimulus-response
task. Simultaneous reading in AR during the obstacle course was significantly
more distracting than when merely walking. Furthermore, the body-locked text
was significantly more disturbing for the visual stimulus-response task than the
head-locked text. At the same time, the anchoring of the coordinate system made
no difference for the other two tasks.
While previous research examined the placement of textual and static content for AR in head-worn OST devices, we explored the placement of animated
content, which is the co-user’s visual representation. It is commonly known that
moving objects are well perceivable in the periphery, while static objects are
not [2, 26]. Hence, it is worth exploring where to best place moving content on
AR glasses.
2.3

Co-User Visualization in AR

In the area of AR co-user visualization, research has been conducted on the
realistic representation of gaze as well as on the virtual co-user integration in the
local user’s environment. Furthermore, work on partially obstructed transparent
displays is related to this project and will be presented here.
Orts-Escolano et al. introduced Holoportation, a technique for augmented
reality, which transfers a remote user into the augmented environment [22]. The
work focuses on the capturing and 3D reconstruction of the remote user, but
not on their placement. An immersive teleconferencing system, which seats participants at a virtual table while allowing each participant to gauge each other’s
gaze, was proposed by Zhang et al. [31]. Another approach to achieve a realistic
meeting experience was introduced through TELEPORT by Gibbs et al. [11].
Here, a power wall is used to create a virtual extension of the meeting room
wherein the communication partner is placed. TELEPORT is designed to give
users a realistic physical context, and realistically represent the remote user’s
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gaze. Nassani et al. explored if changes in visual representation, proximity, or
a combination thereof, depending on social relations, influence how natural the
experience is [19]. They discovered that visual representation is preferred over
proximity, and that visual representation and the combination with proximity
is preferred over the lack thereof. Tracs, introduced by Lindlbauer et al., is an
approach on transparent displays, which allows for privacy in parts of the screen
while facilitating collaboration by making areas of the screen transparent or
shared with the other side [17, 18]. Lindlbauer suggests that this might promote
collaboration with close spatial co-workers. Angos et al. presented an approach
for dynamically manipulating scale, orientation, and the position of miniaturized co-users as holograms, which guarantees eye-contact [1]. In a preliminary
study, they found that dynamic scaled remote people help obtain eye contact by
considering differences in height, positioning, orientation, and the characteristics
of the surrounding space.
Previous research investigated the visual representation, capturing, display,
and transmission of the co-user. We are interested in the influence of positioning and spatial referencing of the co-user in different scenarios. Therefore we
researched the placement in a static setup as well as when walking around.
2.4

Summary

Previous research has been focused on technical feasibility, capturing, transmission, and presentation of life-like 3D representations of co-users in AR. Moreover,
while research on placement of content in AR, particularly on the placement of
textual information and video call windows has been done, no previous work
looked at the placement of 3D reconstructed remote users in head-worn OST
AR devices. Research on the positioning of a life-like 3D representation of the
co-user in AR distinguishing mobile and stationary scenarios has not yet been
carried out. This research gap is addressed in this paper.

3

Method

To better understand how and where the virtual representation of a co-user
has to be positioned in AR, we conducted an experiment. We compared three
different positions of a virtual co-user in a controlled experiment with three
different reference coordinate systems for a video call task in a walking and
stationary situation.
3.1

Design

Our study had a 3x3x2 within subjects design with the independent variables
point of reference (head-fixed, body-fixed, world-fixed), placement (center, periphery, interactive), and scenario (mobile, stationary). As a Latin square would
not equally distribute 18 conditions across 18 participants, we had varied our
3x3 conditions in a Latin square order while having the last variable randomized
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within that order [3]. The dependent variables were self reported co-presence,
perceived others co-presence, social presence, telepresence, and usability.
3.2

Measurements

Self reported co-presence, perceived others co-presence, social presence, and telepresence were measured by the Nowak and Biocca questionnaire [20].
Co-presence: is the feeling of belonging between two people [20]. Co-presence
was measured on two different scales, one relating to the participants’ perception
of their partner’s contribution to the interaction (perceived others’ co-presence)
and the other relating to the self-report of their contribution to the interaction
(self-reported co-presence) [20].
Social presence: is the perceived ability of the medium to connect people [20].
Telepresence: is a measure of the feeling of ”being there” to be ”within” a
virtual environment that a person has [20].
Usability was recorded using the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [4]. To better understand the quantitative data, we collected additional
qualitative feedback in semi-structured interviews. Here, we were asking regarding the interactive placement condition:
– If you have the free choice to place the co-user to get the maximal usability,
where would you place them?
– Why would you place them there?
Alternatively, we asked for the center, and periphery placement condition:
– Regarding the usability, what was beneficial about the co-user’s position?
– Regarding the usability, what was obstructive about the co-user’s position?
3.3

Participants

The experiment was conducted with 18 participants (6 females, 12 males) aged
between 22 and 35 years and an average age of 27.8 years (SD = 4.0), recruited
at our university campus. 17 (6 female) participants had experience with AR.
3.4

Apparatus

Meta 2 glasses4 were used as visual AR output device. We used the backpack
computer (MSI VR ONE, i7 7820HK/2,9 GHz, 16GB RAM, GTX 1070) to run
our prototype software, as the Meta 2 glasses have no data processing unit.
4
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of our prototype of the female (left) and male (right) representation
of the co-user.

The apparatus was implemented in Unity3D5 presenting the co-user as two
randomly selected visualizations of a virtual phone caller (male/female) on the
AR glasses. For these two virtual user representations, we recorded separate
volumetric videos using Microsoft Kinect.
The user interface for the study participants was kept as simple as possible
and solely displayed the virtual co-user (see Figure 1). For the virtual representation of the co-user (remote teleconferencing caller), we used three different
reference points that define where the coordination system (in which the co-user
is visualized) is attached to (or fixed to, see Figure 2). For the co-user’s representation, we decided to use pre-recorded videos instead of live recordings and
transmissions to keep the system’s performance as high as possible. Moreover,
this ensured that all participants would see the same performance of the callers’
presentation, regardless of any errors in the live generation of the volumetric
video or the transmission of it. The volumetric video consisted of a textured
point cloud. To display the silhouette and surface of the co-user, the individual
points of the point cloud were enlarged until the impression of a flat texture was
created. To avoid gender biases, we recorded one female and one male person
representing the callers.
5

https://unity.com
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Fig. 2. Point of Reference: head-fixed, which means that the AR content is fixed to the
head position and follows head movements (left), body-fixed, which means that the AR
content is fixed to the user’s feet and follows when the user walks or rotates their body
(center), world-fixed means that the AR content stay in the real world even if the user
looks or moves away (right).

Point of Reference We compared three different coordinate systems where
the co-user’s virtual visualization referenced (see Figure 2.)
Head-Fixed: The head-fixed coordinate system had its origin (or reference
point) directly at the user’s forehead. Therefore, the coordinate system is affected
by head movements and the virtual visualization is following head rotations and
tilts. Consequently, this coordinate system is representing the FoV (see Figure 2
(left)). As the origin, we used the origin of the virtual Meta 2 camera in the
Unity scene with applied camera rotation to ensure that the virtual visualization
follows the FoV.
Body-Fixed: The body-fixed coordinate system had its origin (or reference
point) at the feet of the user. When moving through space, this coordinate system
is carried by the user, but the origin remained unaffected when the user turned
its head (see Figure 2 (center)). As the origin, we used the camera (head) position
of the virtual Meta 2 camera in the Unity scene and subtracted the participant’s
height (which we measured at the beginning of the experiment). The origin was
placed at users’ feet to ensure the virtual visualization is always located at the
ground, which was realized by subtracting the height of a participant from the
origin.
World-Fixed The world-fixed coordinate system had its origin (or reference
point) at the origin of the Unity scene (see Figure 2 (right)).
Placement Within the coordinate system that might be head-, body-, or worldfixed, we compare three possibilities where the co-user’s virtual visualization is
placed (see Figure 3).
Center: The virtual co-user was positioned centrally (see Figure 3 (left)). For
the head-fixed point of reference the co-user was placed 2m in front of the user,
while for the body-fixed and world-fixed point of reference the co-user was placed
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Fig. 3. Placement conditions: center (left), periphery (middle), interactive (right).

3m in front of the user. The vertical alignment was three degrees downwards so
that the co-user is fully visible and at eye level. The horizontal alignment was
0 degrees, exactly centered. We have chosen a smaller distance for the headfixed coordinate system due to the walking course’s nature. When participants
walked and turned their heads in the direction of a wall bordering the course,
the possibility of clipping the co-user into the wall possibly occurred. These
clippings were greatly reduced by the decreased distance of the the co-user’s
representation.
Periphery: The virtual co-user was positioned in the right periphery (see
Figure 3 (center)). For the head-fixed point of reference, the co-user was again
placed 2m in front of the user and vertically aligned three degrees downwards.
The horizontal alignment was 15 degrees to the right. This angle was chosen
because the density of sensory cells on the human eye’s retina decreases very
strongly from 15 degrees eccentricity [9, 24]. For the body-fixed and world-fixed
point of reference the co-user was placed 3m in front of the user. The vertical
alignment was the same as for the head-fixed point of reference. The horizontal
alignment was 25 degrees to the right.
Interactive: Here, participants had to interactively set the position of the
co-user’s visual representation through a pinch gesture, whose realization is described below (see Figure 3 (right)).
Although the Meta 2 has gesture recognition, it was too error-prone for our
purposes. Therefore, we implemented a prototypical pinch gesture using Python6
and OpenCV7 . We equipped the index finger and the thump with a red and blue
marker and implemented a color tracking algorithm to recognize the fingertips.
If both fingertips touched each other, a pinch gesture, similar to the commonly
known HoloLens gesture, was recognized. The user ”clicked” on a position on
the ground, as seen from its perspective, using the pinch gesture. The co-user
then was placed on this location on the ground. The Python application ran as
a separate application as a separate process. The communication with the Unity
application was realized via network sockets.
Scenario For our experiment, we compared a stationary and a mobile scenario.
Stationary scenario: In the standing scenario, we placed every participant
in the same position and with the same viewing direction into the room that an
6
7

https://www.python.org
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unobstructed view into the room was ensured. The participant was not allowed
to leave the position, but head and body movements were allowed for better
observation of the caller.
Mobile scenario: In the mobile scenario, the participant had to follow a
marked rectangular path. All participants were placed on the same starting
point. Head and body were allowed to be turned as desired while walking. They
were not permitted to leave the path. The path was chosen in a way that there
were no obstacles on the track. The side lengths of the chosen rectangle were
6m x 4m. Thus, a distance of 20m was completed per lap. The participants
were free to choose their running speed. Thus, the walking distance varied from
participant to participant.
3.5

Procedure & Task

First participants were welcomed and then asked to complete a consent form
and fill in a demographic questionnaire. We also collected information about
previous experience with AR. We measured the height of the participants to
align the correct position of the ground plane.
At the beginning of the experiment, participants got an introduction to the
Meta 2 device and were then shown how to execute the pinch gesture to place
the co-user interactively. To avoid sequence effects, the order of conditions in
which we varied point of reference, placement and scenario, followed a Latin
square design. We equipped the participants with a VR backpack and the Meta
2 glasses. We asked the participants to proceed to the starting point marked on
the ground, depending on the scenario.
The participant’s task was to observe the caller. The participant should imagine a conversation situation with the remote caller and then evaluate their positioning and referencing. The caller informed the subscriber that a book borrowed
from the participant was still in possession, that the book was very enjoyable,
and that it would be returned soon. The spoken text of the virtual co-user text
was chosen unemotionally to not bias the ratings. We have deliberately chosen
not to engage in a real dialogue so as not to distract the participant.
Once the participants were in the right position, we showed them the caller.
We used a Wizard of Oz design, so the experimenter actively performed the
actions of the pre-recorded caller. The caller’s visual appearance was previously
communicated to the participants as a visual ringing and symbolized the incoming call. If the placement condition was interactive, the participant first had to
place the caller through the interaction gesture. If the participants were ready
to answer the call, they should loud and clearly say ”Answer”. The experiment
leader had to start the recorded volumetric video by manually press a button
in our prototype software. The volumetric video was placed according to the
placement and referenced in the 3D space according to the point of reference
conditions. In each condition, a male and a female co-user were shown simulating a video call. Both the co-user’s appearances, the female and the male, were
displayed in random order for each condition. Finally, the participants filled in
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Fig. 4. System usability scale for point of reference,placement, and scenario

the questionnaires and repeated this procedure for all 18 conditions of our experiment. The experiment lasted between two and three hours, including the
completion of the individual questionnaires, and several breaks.

4

Results

We used independent Friedman tests with point of reference (head-fixed, bodyfixed, and world-fixed), and placement (center, interactive, and periphery) as
independent variables to indicate significant effects on the ordinal data self reported co-presence, perceived others’ co-presence, social presence, telepresence,
and usability. Post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed rank tests were conducted
with a Bonferroni correction applied. Moreover, we used Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests with the independent variable scenario (mobile, stationary) to indicate
significant effects on the ordinal data self reported co-presence, perceived others’
co-presence, social presence, telepresence, and usability.
4.1

Quantitative Results

Usability Descriptive statistics led to the following median values for the SUS
scale sorted by point of reference: M dnbody-fixed = 61.875, M dnhead-fixed =
63.384, and M dnworld-fixed = 59.375, by placement: M dncenter = 65.417,
M dnperiphery = 64.375, and M dninteractive = 58.125, and by scenario: M dnmobile =
60.139, and M dnstationary = 64.306.
Independently performed Friedman tests indicate significant differences for
the usability between the different coordinate systems for point of reference,
χ2 (2) = 6.958, p = .031, and for the placement conditions, χ2 (2) = 16.085,
p < 0.001, see Figure 4.
Post-hoc analyzes performed with a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test show a significantly higher usability for the head-fixed compared to the world-fixed coordinate
system, Z = −3.291, p = 0.001. However, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests did not
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show significant differences for the usability between the differently used coordinate systems, neither for the body-fixed compared to the head-fixed, Z = −1.962,
p = 0.05, nor for the body-fixed compared to the world-fixed coordinate system,
Z = −.853, p = 0.394. Moreover, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests show a significant higher usability when the co-user was placed in the center, Z = −3.378,
p = 0.001, and also when the co-user was placed in the periphery, Z = −3.420,
p = 0.001 compared to the interactive placement, see Figure 4. A Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test shows a significantly higher usability for the stationary compared to mobile scenario, Z = −2.962, p = 0.003, see Figure 4.
Self Reported Co-Presence Descriptive statistics led to following median values for the self reported co-presence sorted by point of reference: M dnbody-fixed =
18.083, M dnhead-fixed = 18.833, and M dnworld-fixed = 18.583, by placement:
M dncenter = 18.167, M dnperiphery = 17.917, and M dninteractive = 19.000, and by
scenario: M dnmobile = 18.389, and M dnstationary = 18.444.
Individual Friedman tests did neither indicate significant differences for the
self reported co-presence between the differently used coordinate systems for
point of reference, χ2 (2) = 1.701, p = .427, nor significant differences between
the different placement conditions, χ2 (2) = 5.382, p = .068.
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test did not show significant difference for the self
reported co-presence score between the scenario conditions mobile and stationary, Z = −.047, p = .962.
Perceived Others’ Co-Presence Descriptive statistics led to following median values for the perceived others’ co-presence sorted by point of reference:
M dnbody-fixed = 39.250, M dnhead-fixed = 40.417, and M dnworld-fixed = 39.583,
by placement: M dncenter = 39.667, M dnperiphery = 38.917, and M dninteractive =
40.167, and by scenario: M dnmobile = 38.889, and M dnstationary = 40.000.
Individual Friedman tests did neither indicate significant differences for the
perceived others’ co-presence between the different coordinate systems for point
of reference, χ2 (2) = 2.257, p = .323, nor significant differences between the
different placement conditions, χ2 (2) = 3.200, p = .202.
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test did not show a significant difference for the
perceived others’ co-presence score between the mobile and stationary scenario,
Z = 1.111, p = .267.
Social Presence Descriptive statistics led to following median values for the social presence sorted by point of reference: M dnbody-fixed = 9.398, M dnhead-fixed =
9.373, and M dnworld-fixed = 9.469, by placement: M dncenter = 9.183, M dnperiphery =
9.660, and M dninteractive = 9.142, and by scenario: M dnmobile = 9.409, and
M dnstationary = 8.930.
Individual Friedman tests did neither indicate significant differences for the
social presence between the different coordinate systems for point of reference,
χ2 (2) = 0.778, p = .678, nor significant differences between the different placement conditions, χ2 (2) = 5.944, p = .051.
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A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test did not show a significant difference in the
social presence score for the scenario conditions mobile and stationary, Z =
−2.069, p = .039.

Fig. 5. Telepresence score for placement condition (center, periphery, interactive)

Telepresence Descriptive statistics led to following median values for the telepresence sorted by point of reference: M dnbody-fixed = 16.417, M dnhead-fixed =
17.250, and M dnworld-fixed = 19.000, by placement: M dncenter = 18.083, M dnperiphery =
17.250, and M dninteractive = 19.083, and by scenario: M dnmobile = 17.167, and
M dnstationary = 18.889.
Whilst a Friedman test did not indicate significant differences for telepresence
between the different coordinate systems for point of reference, χ2 (2) = 4.324,
p = .115, a Friedman test indicated significant differences between the different
placement conditions, χ2 (2) = 17.333, p < .001, see Figure 5.
Post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests showed a significant higher
telepresence when the co-user was placed interactively by the user, compared to
the placement in the center, Z = −2.813, p = .005, and also a significant higher
telepresence when the co-user was placed interactively by the user, compared to
the placement in the periphery, Z = −3.050, p = .002. No significant difference
could be found for placing the co-user in the center compared to the periphery
condition, Z = −1.767, p = .077, see Figure 5.
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Furthermore, a Mann-Whitney U test did not show significant difference in
the telepresence score for the scenario conditions mobile and stationary, Z =
0.523, p = .601.
4.2

Qualitative Results

We analyzed the qualitative data collected during semi-structured interviews
through closed coding. The categories were structured according to our independent variables to find explanations for our quantitative analyses’ results.
Point of Reference Our quantitative results did indicate a significant favor
for the head-fixed point of reference of the coordinate system in which the couser should be visualized. The qualitative results indicate that a majority of
our participants (15) prefer to have the co-user always in view. This is a strong
argument for the head-fixed coordinate system:
– ”The caller was always in my view and I could focus on the object of the
conversation” (P14, center, mobile).
Reasons given for the head-fixed favor were:
– ”The conversation felt more direct.” (P8, center, mobile),
– ”Position right in front of me, I was able to keep eye contact with the caller”
(P17, center, mobile),
– ”I was able to change my head position for comfort without risking loosing
eye contact” (P16, center, stationary).
Although the majority of the participants favored the head-fixed point of
reference, advantages for a body-fixed coordinate system were also named. A
real advantage of the body-fixed referenced coordinate system was that (while
having the benefits of the head-fixed position, such as eye contact, etc.), one
could spontaneously focus on other things in the environment:
– ”Center position but fixed through room tracking is a good way to focus on
the caller, but it still feels natural to move the head around.” (P18, center,
stationary)
– ”The direction of the caller was more or less clear and I could control if I
want to look at them or not” (P13, center, mobile).
Placement Our quantitative results indicate a significantly higher usability if
the co-user is placed in the center and in the periphery than if interactively
placing the co-user.
The majority (12) of the participants commented positively on the placement
in the center of the FoV and stated that the co-user would be easy to focus, for
example:
– ”Was always in view and easy to focus on” (P7, body-fixed, stationary),
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– ”The caller was always in my view and I could focus on the object of the
conversation” (P14, head-fixed, mobile),
– ”The caller was in the middle of my view.... so I don’t have to turn my head
or move my eyes” (P7, head-fixed, stationary).
Moreover, participants indicated when they preferred the placement in the
periphery. There were also comments explaining when the center placement lacks
usability, and the periphery placement works better. The center placement can,
for example, be obstructive and can cause occlusion, especially during mobile
scenarios and when the coordinate system was head-fixed :
– ”The caller was always in the center of my view, so could not see my surroundings as good as I wanted sometimes” (P2),
– ”Always in view. Can not look away. Obstructing the middle of the FoV. Due
to not being always on eye level felt more like looking at a screen instead of
a real person.” (P3),
– ”It would take the focus out of my normal vision. This would be bad in some
situations (driving a car, shopping...)” (P8).
For the interactive placement, the responses showed that users tended to
place the caller in the center position (11), which confirms the preference for the
placement:
– ”In the center of my view.” (P18, head-fixed, interactive, mobile),
– ”Directly in front of me or slightly to the side.” (P7, world-fixed, interactive,
stationary), or
– ”More or less in front of me but a little bit out of the middle axis.(P11,
head-fixed, interactive, mobile).
Also, the interactive placement was often put in the center, which was, e.g.,
done for the following reason:
– ”So I can see their reactions and gestures” (P2, head-fixed, stationary).
The alternative and only slightly less favored placement was the periphery,
which was confirmed by seven positive comments, such as:
– ”On my right-hand side, like a good friend who walks a few steps with me”
(P15, head-fixed, interactive, mobile).
Scenario Our quantitative results show a significant favor for the stationary
scenario. Participants (7) stated that if the scenario was mobile, it was irritating
and felt uncomfortable communicating with a world-fixed co-user:
– ”The caller was an obstacle in my route, so i had to pass through him/her.
Not really comfortable.” (P2, periphery),
– ”Sometimes you go through the person, weird feeling” (P5, periphery).
– ”... moving away from the person, while listening to the caller, seemed counterintuitive” (P14, center ).
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Discussion

We structured and discussed the obtained quantitative and qualitative results
according to our independent variables.
5.1

Point of Reference

From a usability point of view, the head-fixed condition was rated significantly
higher by the users. This is in line with our qualitative results that indicate that
the participants preferred head-fixed referencing. Participants preferred such referencing as it supports a sense of the remote user’s presence by enabling face-toface conversation and maintaining eye contact. This can serve as an explanation
for the usability favor of always seeing the co-user, which is also in line with
psychological research on non-verbal communication cues, such as [15] as the
understanding of the co-user is increased when the face of the co-user [27] or lips
are visible [25]. Moreover, participants perceived the world-fixed and body-fixed
referenced co-user equally. In the stationary condition, both references seemed
nearly identical. We did not measure differences in any presence score, which
could be because the co-user was theoretically always and under each condition
visible within the FoV. As our walking circle was relatively small, the mobile scenario allowed the user to see the world-fixed person still when walking ”away”.
Hence, a mobile scenario in which users walk further away and leave the room
could show the lack of presence when communicating with a world-fixed virtual
co-user. The qualitative data shows that participants, in general, like the bodyfixed reference system as well as the head-fixed system, but from time to time,
the head-fixed system can lead to occlusion of real-world content through the
co-user’s visualization. Especially if the co-user is placed in the center, the headfixed system does not allow for looking away as even when turning the head, the
co-user would always be in the center of the view. The body-fixed system allows
for looking away and focusing on real-world content, which would be especially
crucial in multi-task scenarios or when walking through big cities with traffic.
5.2

Placement

Considering the usability, the center and the periphery conditions were rated
significantly higher compared to the interactive placement. The answers in the
semi-structured interviews provide more information about the intends of our
participants. The participants considered whether the user’s placement directly
in the center or in the periphery was advantageous, depending on the situation.
If the focus is on the conversation, the center placement is preferred. Like mentioned before, the placement in the center of the FoV corresponds to everyday
face-to-face conversations where the conversation partners face each other, and
eye contact can be maintained. If the surroundings must be taken into account,
peripheral placement is preferred. Not having the co-user in the center of the
FoV means the possibility to see the surroundings better and to be able to spend
attention on other activities besides the conversation. With regard to usability,
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the interactive placement seems to have proved to be a greater effort. Users had
chosen a placement in the center or the periphery when they placed the co-user
interactively. The qualitative data show this. Thus the same placement led to an
increased effort, which is reflected in the lower usability. Interestingly, the sense
of telepresence for the interactive placement of the co-user was rated significantly
highest. While costing cognitive effort and time, one can interpret the data in a
way that the free placement of the co-user increases the feeling of being in the
virtual environment, as the co-user is positioned in the position that suits the
individual needs of users which leads to an increased sense of telepresence. We
did not measure differences in the other presence scores except the telepresence,
which could be because the co-user was theoretically always and under each
condition visible within the FoV.
5.3

Scenario

Our results did show significantly higher usability for the stationary scenario.
When the study participants were standing in one place, the covering of the
co-user’s view was not perceived as disturbing, which had a positive effect on
usability. Users could focus on the caller and the talk. When walking in the
mobile condition, each condition of the co-user placement resulted in parts of
the view being obscured. Walking and simultaneous focusing on the co-user was
perceived as disturbing and obstructive. On the one hand, the path to be walked
could not be entirely perceived due to the environment’s partial occlusion and
led to uncertainties when moving. On the other hand, distractions seem to occur
because simultaneous visual focusing on the caller and walking is a cognitive
load. If one has to be careful when walking, for example, to pay attention to
traffic, a center placement might be disturbing. Furthermore, if walking further
away from the co-user’s visualization, results for the mobile scenarios might
show that the world-fixed condition lacks usability.
5.4

Design Recommendations

Scenario: We do not recommend scenario-dependent placements as we address
the scenario dependency shown in our results through the recommendation of a
dynamically changeable reference system.
Reference System: When focusing on the conversation, we recommend using the head-fixed referenced coordinate system. Keeping the co-user in view
supports the remote user’s presence by enabling face-to-face conversation and
maintaining eye contact as an important social signal. From time to time, the
head-fixed system can lead to occlusion of real-world content through the couser’s visualization. Especially if the co-user is placed in the center, the headfixed system does not allow for looking away as even when turning the head, the
co-user would always be in the center of the view. The body-fixed system allows
for looking away and focusing on real-world content, which would be especially
crucial in multitasking scenarios or when walking through big cities with traffic.
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If the conversation is not in focus and other tasks require attention, we recommend using the body-fixed referenced coordinate system. This referencing leaves
the control of content placement to the user through head-turning, for example
during a multitask situation when attention sharing and cognitive load matter.
Placement: Placing the co-user in the center is often favored as this positioning represents natural face-to-face communication. Such natural communication
is supported when placing the co-user in the center of the FoV. For tasks that
require little attention and where the co-user has an instructing function, we
recommend the placement in the periphery. Suppose the task has a high cognitive load and requires much attention. In that case, we recommend the center
or periphery placement with the body-fixed referencing of the coordinate system.
This allows the user to place the co-user through head rotations, representing a
natural visual attention switch.

Future work While a face-to-face set up, just like in natural inter-social communication was always given in the head-fixed coordinate system, it was partly
missing in the body- and floor-fixed version due to users’ movements and rotation. Such difference in communication quality due to partly missing eye contact
could be compensated through automatic avatar rotations, especially for the
body-fixed coordinate system. If such rotation is desired might be worth investigating in future work.

6

Conclusion

Exploring where visualizations of remote communication partner should be placed
in AR, we focused on three research questions:
(1) Where shall we display co-users we talk to in AR relative to us: somewhere
in the room, somewhere around us or in our FoV? In other words, where shall
the reference of a coordinate system be in which the co-user is visualized: world
attached, body attached, or attached to our FoV?
(2) Where within such coordinate system shall the co-user’s visualization be
placed: in the center, in the periphery, or chosen by the user (through gesture
interaction)?
(3) How are placement and coordinate systems favored in different scenarios
comparing a mobile and a stationary scenario?
Through a user study, we found that remote users we talk to should be
visualized in AR in front of us, but in situations in which the physical world
requires attention, visualization in the periphery is better.
In short, for pure communication situations, AR co-users should be placed
in the center of the FoV using a head-fixed referencing. For task situations, AR
co-users visualizations should be referenced body-fixed to allows the user to place
the co-user through head rotations.
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